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Editorial
A very warm welcome to the very first Vale of Berkeley Railway Trust Magazine. We hope you
like it.
We have really ‘hit the ground running’ here in Sharpness and so much is happening not just in
the Engine Shed but also behind the scenes, developing relationships with our main partners,
the Canal and River Trust, Network Rail and DRS. Much of this is patient, painstaking work to
ensure that we lay firm foundations for the development of the railway in the years to come. We
are very fortunate indeed to have such a highly professional team leading this vital work.
Anyone who was at the Engine Shed on 15th August 2015 when we received the keys to a sadly
neglected and leaky building down on Sharpness Docks will almost certainly be astonished at
how much physical progress has actually been made since then.
As Graham Sturgess explains, we now have an enviably well equipped engineering base in
which to restore the growing collection of locomotives and rolling stock that is either already on
site or coming as soon as there is space for it. Believe me, there is lots of it! That we are able
to start with such a huge collection of equipment and rolling stock is down to Andrew Goodman’s
incomparable instinct for collecting historically important items as they became available during
the modernisation of the rail network.
In the coming years, many of these will be restored by our volunteers to their original condition
and become museum pieces to be treasured by future generations. The article about Private
Owner wagons that used to be owned by coal merchants based at our 3 stations provides a clue
to the first of these projects that hopefully will start soon.

And talking of museums, it seems quite extraordinary that the unique and immensely valuable
private collection from the Winchcombe Railway Museum will, in due course, be re-established
at Sharpness where it can spread its wings and become fully appreciated for its historical significance. In his first article, Tim Petchey tells the story of how it all started.
It’s all heady stuff and we know there is an absolutely massive amount of work ahead. We
MUST build our membership base and teams of volunteers so that, when the time comes, we
can build the facilities, stations and infrastructure we aspire to.
Finally, I really must thank the businesses locally and further afield who have trusted us enough
to support the publication of this magazine with their advertisements. The evidence from national reports, though, is clear: the development of our railway will help them as much as they help
us. It’s a ‘win-win’ situation and we are delighted to have them as partners in this enterprise.
Together, we really do want everyone to be part of this extraordinary railway adventure in this
little corner of Gloucestershire so please join us as a member, or later in the year, as a shareholder. If you haven't done so already, pop down and see what we are up. There is a warm
welcome and cup of tea waiting for you!
Howard Parker, Editor
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Chairman’s Notes

by Mike Hoskin

Chair: Vale of Berkeley Railway Co. Ltd.
Where do I start? So much has happened and
is happening in the relatively short life of the
project, it can often be difficult to keep up with
the pace of progress!
Barely four years ago, very few of us could
have foreseen a new heritage railway in
Gloucestershire, let alone experience the
significant advances it has enjoyed up to now,
particularly since last August, when we occupied the Old Engine House, at Sharpness
Docks, now the railways’ HQ for the foreseeable future.

Day 1: 15 August 2015. Mike receives the
keys to a very neglected Engine Shed from This move alone was made possible by AnMike Hadley of the Canal and River Trust
drew Goodman, without whose generosity
and goodwill, the railway would not have this all important base from which to launch the project.
Since we started exploratory talks with these key bodies, the pace of progress has been far
more rapid than we all thought would or could have been possible. We have taken every opportunity to build on the most positive features of other heritage railways throughout the country to
guide us in following the very best practice and then, carefully to plan and execute our strategies.
This, coupled to the recent publication of the Parliamentary report that recognises and evidences the significant benefits that heritage railways can bring to local businesses and communities,
has undoubtedly helped our cause immeasurably.
These things said, we still recognise that we have much preparatory work to do before the first
passenger carrying trains can run on the branch again.

Almost three years ago, we were asked to produce a comprehensive Business Plan (BP) setting
out our rejuvenation plans and objectives for the Sharpness Branch and how these plans could
dove tail with greater local aspirations to increase leisure and tourism activities in this corridor of
Gloucestershire. In the event, the BP extended to 87 pages and examined every facet of a possible steam heritage railway operation on the branch backed up by many facts and figures supported by the national trend highlighted in the all party Parliamentary Report of 2013.
It is very fortunate that our BP has been as well received as it has and demonstrated our intimate understanding of the mechanics of the subject matter, coupled to a clear vision around
how we could bring the branch back to life in a timely but measured way.
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Our Negotiations with Network Rail and DRS
by Mike Hoskin and Michelle Raven
Some heritage railways (like the Somerset and Dorset at Midsomer Norton for example) start
with a station and no track. We are in the opposite situation: track and no stations!
As you know by now, our intention is ultimately to take over the whole branch from the junction
with the main Bristol to Gloucester line at the site of Berkeley Road down to the old station site
at Sharpness.
We knew that our first job was establishing our credibility with Network Rail who own and maintain the line so, over the past 6 months we have been discussing our plans and developing our
relationship with them.
Our team also travelled up to Carlisle to the headquarters of Direct Rail Services (DRS) who run
the flask trains to Berkeley (see article by Steve Virgo about this elsewhere in this edition).
On both counts, we have been absolutely delighted by the response to what we propose and we
have now (April 2016) been invited by NR to begin negotiations for a lease of the line to begin
the first part of the developments needed that will allow us to start to run trains.

Phase 1 Plans
At present, flask trains arrive at Berkeley and cannot shunt the flask into the siding without going
all the way down to Oldminster Junction at Sharpness to run round and then come back. Our
first proposal has been to offer to create a run-round loop at Berkeley for DRS, which will make
life a lot easier for them. We have the points and trackwork to do this so it’s just a matter of
when we can get started.
Once the DRS loop has gone in at Berkeley, it will free up the line from Berkeley to Oldminster
Junction so that we can begin to plan how we can run our own trains. It is vital that we do this as
soon as we possibly can because we can only fund later developments if we earn some income!
So, Phase 1 of our plans is to build a facility next to the loop at Oldminster on a site called Forest Sidings so that we can start to build the infrastructure necessary to allow us to operate
trains. For this we will need a place to stable carriages and locomotives and service them. We
want to build a passenger platform there and when all that is in place, we can take our first passengers up to Berkeley and back.
All eyes are now on the substantial Forest Sidings site. It is now covered with trees but there
are rails under there. What we don’t know is what else is there—newts? bats? rare birds? In
these rightly ecologically sensitive days we take our responsibilities seriously as we begin to go
through all the necessary environmental investigations that will be required by the local planning
processes before we can build our main depot there.
The whole site is owned by Network Rail so it is the detailed terms of the lease that we will need
to agree with them that will form the basis of our next few meetings with them. Watch this space!
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COALS TO SHARPNESS : An Introduction to privately
owned coal wagons used on the line
Our line has a rich history of freight traffic: from the DRS flask traffic that continues today back in time to the coal traffic from the forest of Dean, the various types of freight
trains that came through Sharpness Docks up until the 1980s as well as local goods
deliveries to the local stations.
Here we tell the story of the interesting variety of private wagons that belonged to coal
merchants in the area. (thanks to Tony Goddard for research information)

From the 1880s up to 1939 (when they were ’pooled’ for the war effort), Gloucestershire had
some 838 merchants or organisations who had their own wagons. Some had only one, some
had over 30. Our early research, suggests that there were 7 coal merchants with their own wagons on our line and these were as follows:
Robert Edwin Aldridge was a small-holder, but although
we have full details of his one wagon, we can't find any
record of him actually being a coal merchant at Berkeley
Road, as the photograph suggests.
His wagon was a 12-ton 7-plank vehicle painted black with
white lettering. It was purchased in 1936 from Gloucester
Railway Carriage and Wagon Co. Ltd. and appeared to
carry coals mainly from Cannop Colliery in the Forest.
The F. J. Holpin coal merchant business seems to have been started by John Holpin of Alkington sometime in the late 1890's. The
company's only wagon was a 12-ton 7plank vehicle painted black with white
lettering, and was bought from Gloucester Railway Carriage and Wagon Co.
Ltd. in 1934.
The Holpin family are still living locally
and they have visited us, even bringing
an O gauge model of the Holpin wagon
down for us to see. They have promised to provide more information about
this wagon and we have discussed
whether we might create a replica of this wagon.
Henry Wilson’s company was also at Berkeley Road and his only wagon appears in the
Midland Railway's register for 1906. It was numbered 49447 and was a 10-ton 5-plank wagon,
which may have lasted until around 1926. We have no record of when it was purchased, what
happened to it, or what paint scheme
it carried.
Henry James Mabbett was the
stationmaster at Berkeley in 1881,
but at the same time he also traded
as a coal merchant. This was not
unusual for some Midland Railway
employees – Thomas Viney at nearby Coaley Junction did the same.
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Private Owner Coal Wagons, Continued:
By 1895 Mr Mabbett was a full-time coal merchant trading from Canonbury Street in
Berkeley, and Gloucester Railway Carriage and Wagon Co. Ltd supplied him with his
wagon in October 1896 on a five-year repayment scheme. It was an 8-ton 5-plank
wagon and was painted chocolate brown with white letters shaded black.
It was apparently broken up in 1949, but we have no trace of when it left Mabbett's
ownership or its subsequent history.
A.E.Moody
By the time he was 39, Albert
Edward Moody of Hinton had
set himself up as a coal merchant in Sharpness. In 1907 he
ordered a 8-ton 5-plank wagon
from Gloucester Railway Carriage and Wagon Co. Ltd to be
paid for over seven years. It
was painted purple-brown with
white letters shaded black
Business was obviously not too
good, as GRCW took the wagon back in 1909 and resold it to
a Dennis W Allen, who may or
may not have been the landlord
of a pub at Newport just down
the road from Berkeley Heath.
From photos, there are some clues as to why Mr Moody may not have had the best
of luck with his wagon. Usually, private owner wagons had instructions printed in
some form on the side such as “Return Empty to Nuneaton Colliery” so that the wagon could be filled at the coal mine and returned to the owner whose address was in
very large letters on the planks. Unfortunately, Mr. Moody's wagon carried the message “Return Empty to Oldminster Sidings, Sharpness”. One wonders when it was
ever filled!

Our Plans
We have begun the process of researching the backgrounds of the wagons and their
owners who operated along the Berkeley Road to Sharpness part of the line but there
may well be more information and photographs out there from people who remember
the local coal merchants—please let us know if you have any memories.
Our ultimate aim – which may take some time – is to replicate at least two of these
local private owner wagons for inclusion in a small historic goods train.
Interested in learning more? Amazon has copies of the ultimate work on the
subject: “Private Owner Wagons of Gloucestershire” by Ian Pope, a snip at £20.49!
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Clearing the Dock Line

by Howard Parker and Mike Hoskin

Our shed is located at the far end of the surviving network of lines that stretch from Oldminster
Junction, go over the Midland Railway (lower) bridge, round the dock and end up in our yard.
Many people make the assumption that we intend to restore the whole track of the dock line but
we must emphasise that any proposal to do this is a very low priority at this point in time. A
walk around the area will quickly show why this is so: Sharpness Docks is a working dockyard,
much of the trackwork encroaches on industrial working areas so any development there could
only come with the approval of C&RT, HMRI/ORR, and very importantly, Victoria Holdings, lessees of Sharpness Docks over whose ground much of the west side of the docks railway system
traverses.
Our carefully prioritised plans do not rule out such a development at some point in the future but
we are sure you would agree that the most important task is to set up our engineering base and
then concentrate our resources on the branch line itself.

Track Clearance
That said, we saw the need to be able to carry out railway shunting movements into and out of
the erecting shop and boiler shop and we realised that we need to store some of the rolling
stock that has been arriving regularly for many months.
We decided, therefore to talk to our landlords, the Canal and River Trust, about clearing some of
the trackwork in front of the shed, including the points that control access to the shed.
This presented us with our first environmental and community challenge: the whole estuary area
is very ecologically sensitive and is visited by rare birds such as the black redstart (not to mention the Peregrine Falcons who nest on the grain tower!). In addition, we didn't know how our
new neighbours in Dock Road would react to us arriving with a chain saw and suddenly chopping down all the trees and undergrowth that screened their view from the docks!.
The only way to find out was to go and ask them and so we decided to carry out our first community consultations. Almost unanimously, local residents were happy for us to clear the undergrowth and so we presented our findings to C&RT and received the go-ahead—so long as we
did it before the bird nesting season started!
With the clearance work completed on a wild and windy March Saturday, refurbishment of the
point and trackwork is now underway. We have a supply of new sleepers on the way to replace
the many rotten ones we have found and we hope soon to be in a position to use up to about
300 metres of track as a dock running line. Subject of various approvals, this opens up the possibility of running brake van trips up and down and a series of open events later in the year are
planned to give everyone the opportunity to see rail movements on the Dock line for the first
time in many, many years.
As usual, we will need a lot of help to bring this about so if you fancy joining the new permanent
Way gang, please get in touch.
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Welcome to
Our New
Volunteers!
Geoff. Ayers
Peter Bennett
Christopher Cain
Katie Goddard
Paul Grinfelds
Laurence Gulliford
Paul Hale
Roger Newman
Christopher Trapp
Andrew Woodhall
Ron Carr
Des Colechin
Paul Colechin
Keith Eames
Irene Eames
Roger Ellis
Robert Gerrard
Stu Priday
Ian Raven

Local M.P. Neil Carmichael (on the right, blue jacket) was
there on the day volunteers cleared the dock running line
of undergrowth. Neil said “ I really enjoyed my trip to The
Engine Shed. A great project for engineering heritage, local
tourism and the local skills agenda”

Membership Matters
As at the end of March 2016, membership stands at
150 fully paid up members, which is a great achievement when you consider we have only had the mem-

BERKELEY FESTIVAL
3 JULY 2016
from 1 pm
In the Market Place
Come and enjoy the
fun
5K Fun Run
Beer, Cider and
Pimms,
BBQ,
Fun-fair, Stalls
Live music

bership scheme up and running for a very few months.
We have made a great start and the next stage is to
build on this success so that we have enough members
and volunteers to build and run Phase 1 of the railway
operation on the branch itself, from Sharpness to
Berkeley. We will need many, many more volunteers to
make this happen so please encourage your friends,
workmates and neighbours to come along and find out
what we are doing.

Are You a Working Volunteer?
Join ‘Sharpness Volunteer’
on Facebook to keep in touch

Volunteering on
the VoBR
Join the VoBR Trust

Fill in a Volunteer Form

Attend an Induction Course

The first volunteers enjoying a cup of tea after
their Induction Session on 27th Feb 2016

Volunteer Induction Course
By Volunteer Coordinator, Paul West

Join us at ‘The Engine Shed’

The VoBR extends a very warm welcome to our first
volunteers, who attended the first 2 courses we held
on 27th February and 19th March.
All of them and are now “passed out” as working volunteers. We look forward to working with you all, and
thank you for volunteering your time to the railway!
The course has been designed so that all prospective
volunteers fully understand the way we work and,
most importantly, the various Health and safety issues
that apply to working in what is quite a potentially
hazardous environment.
This first course was very well received and successful but later ones will, no doubt be a “work in progress”, to be modified and revised as the railway develops.

The first loco to move under its own
power at Sharpness Docks for forty
years. The diesel team under Stu
Priday is now up and running!years

Website
Valeofberkeleyrailway.co.uk

Characteristic of all who attended was a general willingness to turn their hands to a variety of roles other
than their chosen ones. Such flexibility will be of great
value, particularly at this early stage of the railway.
Big Thanks are due to Katie Goddard for organising
the tea & biscuits: very much appreciated!

Come and Join Us
Such is the demand to get involved that Induction
Sessions at the Engine Shed are now held monthly.

valeofberkeleyrailway@gmail.com

A Volunteer’s View
I joined the VoBR in October 2015. I am retired
and have been a railway enthusiast for years.
And, yes, I did go trainspotting! I am not an
engineer or anything like that but I am here to
help so I do the odd jobs (I have been called
that!).
So, holding a paint brush, doors, walls, machines are getting freshened up and, when the
weather is ok, track clearing and landscaping
make a change. I do a couple of days a week.
There is a great bunch of people here and noone is trying to impress.
So roll up your sleeves and give it a try—it’s
great!
by Ron Wintle
Ron Wintle in the workshop this
winter working on parts for the 8F.

Great to hear you are enjoying it and thank you for
your kind comments, Ron. Ed.

Volunteer Facilities

Even if railway work is sometimes cold, dirty and laborious, it is great to think that without taking
one step outside the building we can enjoy excellent hand washing facilities, clean toilets, modern kitchen facilities and most important of all, a warm and comfortable Volunteer Mess Room
where we can sit at meal breaks, completely oblivious to the inclement weather conditions outside!
We have a reception area and a meeting room that caters for about 40 people. We will be holding various events there. Upstairs, we have a Board room where we can make presentations to
partners and VIP visitors while next door is the VoBR Office where we keep membership records, other files and have desk space and a broadband connection for office activities.

Chris Brookes, Kevin Hoskin and Graham Sturgess enjoy the high quality furniture at our first
Trust Board meeting in the new Board Room!

Looking towards the front door, showing the
refurbished Reception area, which will also be
our first VoBR Trust shop.
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Freight on the Branch: the Crewe to Berkeley Flask Trains.
by Steve Virgo
For those that are not already aware of this, the only trains to use the Sharpness
branch line currently are the nuclear flask trains operated by Direct Rail Services
(DRS).
Up until 1994 all nuclear flasks were moved by
British Rail, but by 1998 the nuclear fuel rods
were being moved by Direct Rail Services for
Oldbury Power Station, using the Berkeley site,
as well as other power stations such as Hinkley
Point, using the Bridgewater site.
The nuclear flask trains usually run 2 to 3 times
per week, and most commonly arrive at Berkeley between 8 or 9 am using the head code
6V73. At around mid-day the flask train departs Berkeley and heads to Crewe, using
the head code 6M56, en route to the reprocessing plant at Sellafield.
The flask train leaves the main line at Berkeley Road Junction and passes through
the old Berkeley station site before making its way to Oldminster Junction at Sharpness. At Oldminster, the two DRS locos (most commonly class 37s or 57s) run
around the flasks to take them back to Berkeley, where they reverse them into the
‘pod’ siding. The unloading and loading crane is on the site of the old goods yard at
Berkeley station.
Some people believe that the closure of Oldbury
Power Station will mean the end of this traffic but
this is not the case and we can expect to see lowgrade flask trains for some years to come. The
style of flask that will be more commonly seen
now and in the future is the low-level flasks.
These look like normal red containers and can be
seen most weeks departing Berkeley. (right)

A low-level waste flask on its way into
the unloading yard at Berkeley.

We know not everyone loves Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram or any of the other new media but
they are a great way of keeping people informed of what is happening on an almost daily
basis. Search for ‘Vale of Berkeley Railway’
on any of these media and you will be informed
about what we are doing almost as it happens.
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Engineering Report

by Graham Sturgess

It is astonishing to realise that, in just 7 months, we have transformed a dismal leaking building into an engineering facility that
will soon be the equal of other, longer established heritage
railways!
The engineering department now enjoys a spacious, clean,
tidy, well organised, well equipped and laid out machine shop
adjoining a twin bay locomotive erecting shop with copious
240/110 volt wall sockets, and a floor you could eat your dinner
off!
Next door, in a separate shop, is our boiler and fabrication shop which is shortly due to be refurbished to help facilitate repairs to our boilers and support other railway prefabrication work, locomotive and otherwise. Here we will bring into service our large compressor and air reservoir and
improve the lighting and provision of electrical sockets. The shop is rail connected so this easily
allows the movement of boilers in and out of the shop on service trolleys.
Our friends and partners next door at Sharpness Shipyard and Drydock Ltd have further added
to our capability and jointly, we are looking at how we can provide mutual support for the activities of the other into the future. Already, there are a number of tantalising initiatives on offer that
we both intend to pursue.
Three machines have been kindly donated to the VoBR. One of these, a Colchester Triumph
lathe, is very well equipped, even having a capstan attachment with the associated adjustable
carriage automatic stops. This will be perfect for volume production runs. The other donated
machines are a Victoria universal mill and a very old but solid Butler shaper.
We also obtained some more modern machines from Oleo, a railway related company in Coventry. Their manufacturing facilities exclusively comprise very large state-of-the-art CNC machines
and, fortunately for us, they decided last year to re-equip their development facility and agreed to
pass on to us a large Colchester Mascot lathe and a Bridgeport mill. These machines are less
than 20 years old, came complete with digital readouts and are in regular use. The remainder of
our current line up of machines comprises an Induma mill and a very large Kitchen and Wade
radial drill.
We have not finished procuring machine tools yet though! We still need a large milling machine
big enough to cope with things like locomotive coupling
rods. A suitable machine has been found and secured by
a deposit but delivery is being held until the same machinery dealer finds a good Colchester Student lathe for us.
This will be the smallest of our lathes but nonetheless a
very capable machine. The final planned acquisition will be
a large horizontal mill but these do not come onto the second hand market very often and we have yet to find a
good machine at an acceptable price.
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The Winchcome Railway Museum Story.

Part 1

One of the most exciting projects for the Vale of Berkeley Railway is the agreement with
the Winchcombe Railway Museum that they will relocate the whole museum to the rebuilt Sharpness station in the years to come.
The WRM collection, located in what, on the outside, looks like an ordinary cottage in the
Cotswold village of Winchcombe, is a remarkable story of how local railway enthusiasts
have gathered together one of the most extraordinary collection of railway artefacts in
the country.
In this first article, museum founder Tim Petchey talks about how it all started.

It all started in 1962. I was in the fourth year at secondary school, and my best mate
John Ferris (JF) had fetched up in Winchcombe a few years earlier when his dad Bert
got the job of manager at the
local coal merchants, based in
the local station yard. JF was
Great Western through and
through and he prevailed on
me to go out to the station
with him on our bikes and to
make contact with the signalman Bill Harris.
This led directly to being invited into the signal box and in
due course we would be allowed to operate the levers
and instruments in all ways
The ‘new’ signal box at Winchcombe today on the
except the verbal communicaGWSR actually came from Hall Green after the origition with the adjacent boxes
nal was demolished in the 1960s, as Tim describes.
(those signalmen would not recognise our voices) and obviously the writing in the train register would not match Bill’s!
The passenger station had closed some two years before, but was still staffed by a
porter and a van driver, and the station master had his office there to administer the
goods and parcels traffic that remained. We had to keep well out of sight of the station master, although we were rumbled once or twice, but with no lasting effect.
Evenings and weekends when only the box was manned, we had free run of the place
and we gathered up the odd ‘souvenir’ to take home and it all started from there.
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Our first full-size signal was acquired at around this time; the Winchcombe GWR
down main inner home signal was given to us for the museum. We had also located
a Midland fixed distant at Ryeford, near Stroud and had entered into negotiations to
buy it from BR, but sadly it disappeared before this was concluded.. Now gaining
enough confidence to handle bigger items than would fit into a car, and having a
large garden in which to display things, we were starting to spread our net wider.
In another couple of years, the signal box closed
and was about to be demolished but access to
the box was gained at the crucial moment and a
few bits were made off with just the day before
the whole lot was burned on a bonfire.
By now we were more mobile, having learned to
drive. We both purchased the kind of old bangers
you could in those days (mine was a 1938 Ford
8, JF’s was a Morris Minor) and suddenly, our marauding area was increased. All the
local branch lines were being ripped up and summer evenings would be spent on
jaunts to sweep up whatever could found strewn around the abandoned stations.
This mounting pile of what everyone else called “junk”
was all centred here at No 23, High Street, where we
would try to mend that which was broken and to repaint that which was bare. Soon there was enough
material to capture the imagination of anyone prone
to a little nostalgia, and friends and local people
would come and view what we had rescued and
make encouraging noises. Initially a shed in the garden (until the early 1950s the whole premises was a
builder’s yard, with many assorted buildings) was
utilised as a “museum”, but this was soon outgrown
and through the kindness of my mum, the spare bedroom was taken over—the big drawback being that anyone viewing the collection had
to trail upstairs through the house to see it!
We held our first public open day in August 1968. No charge was made, but donations were solicited towards further development. The following year there were
more open days and by 1970 the museum had outgrown the upstairs room, so efforts
were put into re-roofing and plastering another building in the garden — a concrete
block-built store which dated from around 1952. The cast iron windows were salvaged from the top floor of the former Midland Railway provender store at nearby
Ashchurch, which had suffered a severe fire whilst part of the Dowty Mining factory a
couple of years before. We were now officially Museum owners!
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The ‘Churchill’ 8F Story

Part 1

by Mike Hoskin

How a small number of LMS 8F freight locomotives found themselves in the harsh desert
lands of the Middle East during World War 2 is a story that has to be read to be believed
and is now one of the most remarkable in UK railway preservation history. Even more
extraordinary is how one of them found its way back to the UK and is now living a cosseted but active retirement as a much loved part of the Vale of Berkeley Railway project.
Our story begins in World War 2. Turkey had aligned itself with Germany during WW1 and in
1940, Churchill, who had not exactly covered himself in glory at Gallipoli in 1916, was anxious
that history should not repeat itself.
British Intelligence sources were already reporting that Nazi Agents were active in Turkey and
ready to offer the Turks a large number of German freight locomotives, the famous “Kreigslok” 210-0s. In an effort to keep Turkey neutral, the British Government immediately offered a number
of 8Fs which Turkey immediately accepted and export arrangements were put in place soon
afterwards.
It would prove to be no holiday in the sun for the 20 locomotives that made it across the sea,
though. When you travel and experience the railways of Turkey you soon realise it is no wonder
the routes making up Turkish State Railways (TCDD) are often regarded as the greatest test for
a steam locomotive anywhere in the world. Turkish terrain is more than capable of weeding out
the machines not up to the job.
Of the twenty class 8Fs that originally made it to Turkey (27 originally but 7 were lost at sea),
most suffered the extreme conditions of unimaginably heavy use, poor maintenance and a railway that traverses a national topography that makes our Lickey incline look like a shallow bump
in the landscape, not to mention the endless severe curvature that threatens to murder the profile of any locomotive tyres and loosen rivets in frames.
For the 8Fs, designed for rather more tranquil duties, accounts of their exploits in this harsh
desert landscape are extraordinary by any standards and I have in my possession transcripts of
these exploits that have never been published before: something I hope to do so soon through
the pages of VoBR News. (There’s a book in all this, Mike! - Ed.)
The Journey to Turkey
Due to significant U Boat activity in the Mediterranean Sea, all commercial shipping for the Middle East used the relatively safe but lengthy sea lanes round the Cape of Good Hope into the
Indian Ocean, Red Sea and finally via the Suez Canal to Port Said (Egypt). From there they
reached the forward Middle Eastern Royal Engineers base in Turkey.
All the locos were partly dismantled and packaged in wooden cases for the sea passage. Losses occurred either through enemy action or natural disaster and an insurance claim for some of
the locos lost through non enemy action enabled the financing of a further two 8Fs, WD552/4 or
TCDD 45169/45170. Co-incidentally, 45170 was one of the locos repatriated by us in 2010 and
now awaits restoration at Bo,ness, in Scotland. 45170 also had the distinction of first working
from Carlisle (Kingmoor) LMS Shed as WD 554 prior to selection for export to Turkey. However,
no LMS number had ever been allocated to the loco and it ran as WD 554 whilst operating on
the LMS.
By the time the locomotives started arriving at TCDD Workshops at Sivas, the rusting condition
of components after their long journey and the difficulty in identifying the parts for reassembly
forced the Ministry of Supply to ask the LMS to loan Mr Ron Jarvis (of Bullied redesign fame) to
TCDD to assist with the assembly of the locomotives.
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Throughout the 1930s, Mr Jarvis was a close personal assistant to the legendary LMS Chief
Mechanical Engineer, Sir William A. Stanier FRS (or Bill, as he was affectionately known to his
loyal Staff at the LMS). Much later, when he heard that we had repatriated “our” 8F to the UK,
he asked to visit us at our then base to view progress on the restoration of the engine.
I therefore had the privilege of meeting one of our principal UK steam engineers and discussing
the merits and otherwise of restoring one of Mr Stanier’s “masterpieces”. To say I felt humbled
was an understatement and when Ron went on to describe some of his enlightened moments
with Mr Stanier, this brought to life a man and engineer I was never destined to meet, but felt I
had somehow “touched”.
I also met Ron’s younger brother Jim who was heavily involved in the design and construction of
the first UK main line diesel, 10000, built by the LMS in 1947 and proudly wheeled out of the
LMS Derby Workshops and into the history books a few months before the dreaded nationalisation of our railways in January, 1948. He told us that LMS Staff were so adamant the old Company name would not be eradicated from the loco too easily so they cast the immortal letters
“LMS” into the aluminium floorplates of the engine compartment and so they remained until the
loco was finally scrapped in 1964 rather than saved as a National Historic Treasure, as she
should have been!
As a young “train spotter”, at the tender age of eleven, I often sat in the driver’s seat of the cab
of sister locomotive, 10001, eating my jam butties at lunchtimes on Saturdays, after she was
withdrawn and stored around the back of the shed of Willesden Electric Depot. Such were the
youthful exploits of a young “spotter” in the 1960’s!
Returning to the Turkish story, TCDD 45151 was the first 8F to be assembled and steamed and
worked a parcels train double-headed with a Swedish “Nohab” loco on a test run. More 8F’s
soon followed off the Sivas Erecting Shop line and were scattered across the country, often
becoming an odd loco at a remote depot hundreds of miles from other members of the class.
The extremes of the Turkish terrain and the huge trains hauled around the system soon revealed the relatively limited proportions of the large British freight loco and although they were
tough, reliable machines, they were soon relegated to shunting, local passenger and freight
“trip” workings.
In the case of ‘our’ engine, TCDD 45160, she soon found herself working on the 230 mile long
single line “branch” from Sivas to Samsun, on the Black Sea coast. A typical “local” passenger
train, starting from Sivas at 07.30 in the morning, stopping all stations, halts and anywhere else
that might be requested (including loop layovers to let a freight train clear the single line section
ahead, then coming off the train to coal up at places like Zile) meant the train would not expect
to finally arrive at Samsun until the early evening. I never found out if the crews got a relief during the day on such continuous workings!!
Mortality rates among all locos working in Turkey were high. Quite drastic repairs were carried
out on those that escaped relatively unscathed but, inevitably, a number of 8Fs met an early
end.
By the time I arrived in Turkey for the first time, in November 1983, only ten of the original twenty still survived and only six were known to be in working condition. Within three years, Sivas
Workshops had closed to steam and repairs were being carried out at Izmir (Halkapinar) Works,
and even they gave up by 1989.

STOP PRESS: Mike will be presenting ‘Monster Moves: The Churchill 8F

Turkish Adventure’ at The Engine Shed, Sharpness on Thursday 23rd June
2016 at 19.30.
£2.50 Entrance + refreshments.
Not to be missed!
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Noticeboard
Local Memories

‘Railways in the Landscape
through the Seasons’

Do you have any memories of travelling on
the Sharpness line before closure in 1964?
Perhaps you went over the bridge to
school, the dentist or for days out to Cardiff.

Thursday 19th May 2016
7.30 pm
The Engine Shed, Sharpness
An evening presentation of stunning photographs by VoBR member and photographer
Paul Woollard, showing his work over the
last 20 or so years.

If so, we would love to hear from you either
via Facebook, or email.

His focus is on trains in their environment of
rural and industrial landscapes in the UK and
France. The images will be in order of the
seasons, Jan-Dec, with a slight leaning towards subjects in his native Gloucestershire.

Cleaning Rags
Railways can be messy and dirty places to
work and we can never have enough rags,
so please, if you have any old cotton pillow
cases, towels, curtains or whatever, please
drop them off in the wheelie bin just inside
the door at the Engine Shed.

The event is free to attend but we will hope to
raise money for VoBR projects through
donations
during
the
evening.
Refreshments served!
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Berkeley Castle

Mosaic Workshop and Art Gallery
Mosaic Artists: Angela Williams &
Lynda Knott
Workshops, parties and school projects
Old White Hart Court, High Street, Berkeley
Tel: 07833 496799
email: admin@tomatojack.co.uk
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Heritage railway Advert

6 issues for £20
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